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Abstract

\textbf{Background:} Missed nursing care (care left undone or task incompletion) is viewed as an important early predictor of adverse patient care outcomes and is a useful indicator to determine the quality of patient care. Available systematic reviews on missed nursing care are based mainly on primary studies from developed countries, and there is limited evidence on missed nursing care from low-middle income countries (LMICs). We propose conducting a systematic review to identify the magnitude of missed nursing care and document factors and reasons associated with this phenomenon in LMIC settings.

\textbf{Methods and analysis:} This protocol was developed using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P). We will conduct literature searching across the Ovid Medline, Embase and EBSCO Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) databases, from inception to 2021. Two independent reviewers will conduct searches and data abstraction, and discordance will be handled by discussion between both parties. The risk of bias of the individual studies will be determined using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS).

\textbf{Ethics and dissemination:} Ethical permission is not required for this review as we will make use of already published data. We aim to publish the findings of our review in peer-reviewed journals

\textbf{PROSPERO registration number:} CRD42021286897 (27\textsuperscript{th} October 2021)
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Introduction
Missed nursing care is an umbrella term that describes nursing care that is either partially or completely omitted or delayed. It encompasses all aspects of nursing care including clinical, emotional care and administrative nursing duties. It has been described by many terms in literature including ‘task incompletion’, ‘unmet needs’ or ‘implicit rationing’. Missed nursing care has gained much significance in nursing literature and practice; it is viewed as an early precursor and mediator for adverse patient health outcomes and an early signal for deteriorating quality of care. Some studies have demonstrated associations between missed nursing care and negative patient care outcomes, for example medication errors, patient falls, nosocomial infections, pressure ulcers, increases in the risk of readmission following discharge, mortality and decreased patient satisfaction.

Despite the importance of the identification of missed nursing care, evidence for this phenomenon has come largely from high income countries (HICs). While missed nursing care, in theory, might occur in all care settings where nurses play a role, the current evidence for this phenomenon has largely been described in acute care hospital settings. Pre-review, we identified two recently published systematic reviews on missed nursing care that do not report any findings from low-middle income countries (LMICs). We also identified a few recent studies that investigated missed nursing care in LMIC contexts. Generally, LMIC settings have distinctively different hospital structures, practice environments and organisational contexts from HICs and also have limited resources including staff and technology. It is thus conceivable that the magnitude and types of care missed, and the factors that might be responsible for these, differ significantly from those of more developed settings.

To address the aforementioned gaps in evidence, we propose a systematic review to identify the levels and types of nursing care that are most frequently missed in LMIC contexts, and document factors that might be associated with these. This builds on previous LMIC focused systematic reviews on nursing staffing and patient outcomes which have not included missed nursing care. It will also be important to guide the conduct of future nurse staffing research in LMICs and provide important information for policymakers.

Objective and questions
This review will have two objectives:

1. Identify the magnitude and categories of nursing care that are most frequently missed in acute hospital settings in LMICs
2. Document the factors associated with and reasons for missed nursing care in LMIC settings.

Protocol
The protocol for this systematic review was developed using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) and a completed PRISMA-P checklist is available in the Extended data. Our review was also registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) on 27th October 2021 (Registration number - CRD42021286897)

Eligibility criteria
Study design. Our systematic review will focus on missed nursing care, an important patient care outcome that has not previously been the focus of published reviews on nurse staffing in LMICs. It will review both observational and interventional studies that describe or investigate missed nursing care in LMIC settings. The broad range of study types included will allow us to review missed nursing care in LMICs on a wider scale. We will however exclude qualitative, mixed-method studies, as our focus is more quantitative (identifying the magnitude and risk factors of missed nursing care). We will also exclude research that does not make use of primary data, for example other systematic reviews, umbrella reviews, protocols, and commentaries. The world bank country and lending group classification system will be used to identify LMICs. This system divides countries into low-income, low-middle-income and upper-middle-income economies based on gross national income per capita.

Population. We will include all original studies that primarily focus on missed nursing care among patients admitted to LMIC hospital settings at all levels of care. To broadly describe the magnitude and types of care missed in hospitals, we will place no restrictions on the type of hospital wards where the study populations were recruited. We will thus consider regular staffed wards, for example medical, surgical or paediatrics, and wards with enhanced staffing such as intensive care wards. We will, however, exclude studies where the patient population were recruited in ambulatory care, for example immunisation or out-patient clinics, as these are out of the scope of the current review. For multi-country studies conducted across both HIC and LMIC settings, we will include these if the authors report their LMIC results separately.

Exposures. Our exposure for this review will be the categories, reasons and risk factors associated with missed nursing care described in primary research. Kalisch et al. describe nine themes or categories of nursing care that is missed i.e., patient ambulation, turning, feedings, patient teaching, discharge planning, emotional support, hygiene, intake and output documentation, and surveillance. We propose to use this categorisation or, depending on the results of the review, use a more appropriate categorisation. We will also report on risk factors and reasons for missed nursing care that have been described in primary research on LMICs. Some published studies ask nurses to rank pre-specified reasons for the care that was missed during their shifts and these reasons are based on previously identified risk factors such as reduced staffing or unavailability of essential medicines and medical equipment.

Outcome
Our outcome for this review is the magnitude or level of missed nursing care. This has also been investigated using other
synonyms, for example, omission of care, unmet nursing needs and implicit rationing of nursing care. For the current review, we will summarise all LMIC studies on missed nursing care irrespective of the methods or missed nursing care synonyms used. For studies to be eligible for inclusion in our review they should either report on one, or any combination of, the following categories: types and magnitude of nursing care that are missed and factors and reasons associated with missed nursing care in LMIC settings.

We will exclude studies where missed nursing care is not the main variable of the study, for example, studies that report on missed nursing care together with multiple other patient care outcomes or those that examine missed care among other cadres of healthcare professionals. Studies reporting medication errors among nurses will also be excluded, as these do not represent omitted nursing tasks but occur largely due to acts of commission. We will also exclude papers not published in the English language due to limitations in translation.

Search strategy
We will perform initial searches in Prospero to identify any ongoing or planned reviews that relate to our proposed research before undertaking the review. We contacted a health information librarian to develop our search strategy, and this was piloted in Medline (see Extended data). We will conduct additional searches in Embase, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Global Health and following primary database search, we will conduct additional literature through hand searching in select journals and forward-searching in Scopus.

Data management
We will upload our search output into the Zotero reference management software, where we will perform initial de-duplication, and then utilise Microsoft Excel for the second round of de-duplication. We will then screen the titles and abstracts of our search output using the Rayyan – Intelligent Systematic Review software, a web-based application for screening. This will be performed independently by two reviewers (AI and SO) to select a set of potentially relevant articles, following which both reviewers will deliberate on a final set of articles for full-text screening. Disagreements will be resolved through discussions, if this is not successful, a third reviewer will serve as an arbitrator.

Data items
We will develop a standardised Microsoft Excel form to abstract data from our identified primary articles. This will include, as a minimum, the publication year, name of the first author, country, research context, type of care that is missed, how missed care was measured and factors and reasons for care that were missed. Both reviewers will independently abstract information from the selected primary articles. Any disagreements will be resolved through discussion and, if necessary, a third reviewer might serve as an arbitrator for unresolved conflicts.

Assessment of study quality
For studies that meet our eligibility criteria, we will employ the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale. This scale assesses for bias in the selection of a study sample and how its outcome is assessed or measured and is widely used to appraise the quality of non-randomised studies. There is also a published adaptation of this tool for cross-sectional studies. We have selected this tool as we anticipate we are unlikely to find any intervention studies or randomised control trials for missed care in LMICs through our search. Recent reviews on missed nursing care did not report any intervention research or randomised controlled trials. The risk of bias assessment will be conducted independently by two reviewers and any differences will be addressed by discussion. A third reviewer will be called to review any unresolved conflicts. Because we aim to provide broad information on missed nursing care in LMICs, we will include all eligible studies in our synthesis irrespective of their risk of bias scores, but we will discuss any potential impact of these scores in our evidence synthesis.

Data synthesis
We will conduct a narrative synthesis of the findings of our review. This is because primary studies of missed nursing care are heterogeneous in terms of the methods used to measure missed nursing care and how they present their results. Missed nursing care has been measured using either direct observational methods or subjective patient and nurse reporting of care that is missed. Results of studies on missed nursing care are also frequently presented in different formats, as either the proportion of care that is missed or as a mean/median score when a Likert scale is used. To describe the magnitude and type of care missed, we will report either of these estimates and identify the three most and least frequently missed nursing care categories.

Ethics and dissemination
Our review is secondary research and so will not require any ethical approval. We aim to publish our findings in a peer-reviewed journal.

Study status
We confirm that by the time of submission of this protocol we have completed our search and are conducting full-text screening of identified articles.

Discussion
Donabedian described the structure-process-outcome framework, which has been a cornerstone in describing and researching the quality of patient care. In summary, structures or the setup of a health system affect care processes which in turn are likely to affect health care outcomes. Missed nursing care is a process-based indicator of the quality of patient care and is likely to signal deterioration in patient care ahead of traditional outcome-based quality indicators such as mortality or length of stay. It is also possible missed nursing care might show earlier responses to interventions aimed at improving the quality of patient care compared to outcome-based quality indicators, underscoring the importance of this indicator. Traditionally, literature on missed nursing care has primarily been from more developed settings since the term was first described by Kalisch et al. In the last two to three years, there have been increasing missed nursing care publications from LMIC settings, these are not currently reflected in...
the most recent reviews\(^\text{11}\). Our systematic review will sum up the current evidence on missed nursing care in LMIC settings.

**Data availability**

**Underlying data**

No underlying data are associated with this article

**Extended data**

Open Science Framework: Missed nursing care in acute care hospital settings in low-middle income countries: a systematic review protocol. [https://doi.org/10.17605(OSF.IO/JZXR]\(^\text{13}\)

This project contains the following extended data:

- Medline search strategy.docx (Medline search strategy for this proposal)

**Reporting guidelines**

Open Science Framework: PRISMA-P checklist for ‘Missed nursing care in acute care hospital settings in low-middle income countries: a systematic review protocol’. [https://doi.org/10.17605(OSF.IO/JZXR]\(^\text{13}\)

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).
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This is a very interesting review proposal and the authors have made a strong case for the review going forward.

I have a few comments that could improve the review:

- Consistency in the use of terms: "categories, levels, types, magnitude" were used interchangeably without clarity on what they mean.

- Objectives were rather complex: You want to identify "magnitude and categories" and document "factors associated with and reasons". These are different concepts. Consider defining one per objective or streamline.

- Protocol: Consider how magnitude will be coded/graded since the review is quantitative. It appears you are referring to the themes described by Kalisch et al. ¹. If so, consider using similar terms for consistency.

- Protocol: I am also not sure what the difference is between "associated risk factors and reasons for". I feel association is a plausible outcome to be measured than reasons for.

- Outcome: How will magnitude be measured/coded? Also, I suggest reconsidering the choice of excluding studies because missed nursing care is not the main variable reported in a study. If there is data on missed care, it should be captured unless it is presented in such a way that precludes extraction.

- Data synthesis: I suggest considering pooling data and where not feasible, resort to a narrative synthesis.

- Quality assessment: I know the Newcastle-Ottawa score is popular, but it may be useful to include a summary of either the variables or the scoring for readers who are not used to it.
Discussion: I would like to see some reflections on the implications of the findings for policy, research, and nurse training.

The concept analysis paper by Kalisch et al.\textsuperscript{2} is quite a useful read. The paper provides a detailed theoretical background to the concept of missed nursing care that would be useful in describing and contextualising the findings of the review. I found it quite useful to get a grasp of what the review is trying to do. I note that it was not referenced in the paper and felt this is a useful additional resource in the background and perhaps discussion.

Overall, a clear presentation of work. Well done to the authors.
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